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WHITE PAPER
On October 31 of 2008, the anonymous ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’
published a revolutionary White Paper about a peer-to-peer
electronic cash system known as Bitcoin.
In doing so, the first decentralized cryptocurrency was born and the
crypto industry quickly became a modern-day “Wild West”.
It is grossly under-regulated, operates within the grayest areas of
the law, and attracts unsavory characters from all corners of the
globe: scammers, snake oil salesman, hackers, terrorists, mafia
and crime families, world governments with clandestine plans, and
everything in between.
And just like the old American frontier, those who kick open the
saloon doors are first to take bullets to the chest.
Most will die.
But those who live, will go on into infamy.
This is the story of one unlikely crypto pioneer ... and the bullets
he took.

LOGLINE
A group of ragamuffin geeks–including an inept programmer with
the confidence of a teenage bed-wetter, a black sheep slacker from
the Bulgarian Mafia, and a crypto conman–team up to launch the
biggest cryptocurrency on the planet.
The catch?
They “borrowed” the idea from a dead guy who owed $250 million to
some shady investors, and they want every last bloody penny back.
I mean … what could possibly go wrong?

CURRENT

RELEVANCE
Money is changing.
Whether we’re ready for it or not, there’s a money revolution happening.
Paper money has started its slow, agonizing death, making way for the birth of global
cryptocurrencies without geographical borders or socioeconomic limitations.
Global adoption is happening at break-neck speeds:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

There are over 25,000 Bitcoin millionaires
Over 200 Crypto billionaires have been created in the past 4 years
There are nearly 8,500 Cryptocurrencies in existence (up 500% in 24 months)
Facebook is launching its own cryptocurrency (LIBRA) which will force mass
adoption across its 2.45 billion active users (1/3 of the planet’s population)
The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) said it’s close to launching its own digital
currency to its population 1.4 billion people
The U.S. Federal Reserve has confirmed it is exploring developing a
US-backed cryptocurrency in order to “stay relevant” and “avoid long-term
jeopardy from wide adoption of digital currencies” (read: the US dollar–the world’s
primary reserve–will have cryptocurrency ties)
Bitcoin has over 66 million users (up from 7 million users last year) and is trading
at nearly $50,000 per coin
Elon Musk and Tesla execs, as fiduciaries to the shareholders, decided it is less
risky for Tesla to have $1.5B of bitcoin than $1.5B of cash on its balance sheet
The collective crypto economy’s $1.32 trillion market cap continues to swell

As we speak, every human on Planet Earth
is being invited to this new global economy.
This is the world we now live in...
...And it’s just the beginning.

SYNOPSIS
Saving the planet, one can rack up a surprising body count!
Oliver is your run-of-the-mill nerd. No girlfriend; plays Dungeons & Dragons; social
confidence of a teenage bed-wetter; and his sub-par programming skills are a
disappointment to his “titan of tech” dad. But this all changes after he gets a taste of
fame and fortune when his Cryptocurrency theories aimed at reversing global warming
go viral.
The catch? It was actually written by his dad ... who was just killed.
Oliver quickly finds himself blackmailed by his dad’s ex-investor (and crypto lobbyist) into
creating his cryptocurrency in order to avoid being ousted as a fraud and keep his father’s
mysterious death under wraps.
Now, Oliver has 365 days to repay $250 million.
Armed with an entourage of tech slackers and funded with mafia money, Oliver must
launch his cryptocurrency and figure out a little thing called “saving the friggin’ planet”
before he loses his new-found fame and fortune, or worse, meets the same fate as his
dead dad.
Will Oliver be able to save his own hide ... and the planet?

LEADING

IDIOTS
(Casting options for the pilot’s characters)

Josh Gad

Haley Joel Osment

Jonah Hill

OLIVER WOODBRIDGE
30’s, is a timid programmer and Dungeons & Dragons poster-boy who’s unburdened
by natural beauty or a healthy physique. His current Online girlfriend is most likely
a catfish situation and his confidence rivals that of a teenage bed-wetter. He’s sick
of being a constant disappointment to his titan-of-tech dad. But all of that changes
when his dad turns up dead under mysterious circumstances. Now, it’s Oliver’s
turn to grab the torch, step into the limelight, and carry on the family legacy. After
plagiarizing his late dad’s life’s work, he finds himself battling monsters scarier than
anything found in D&D. It’s inside this new world where he will discover a greatness
within he never knew existed. He might even find love ... with an actual human girl.

Yuri Kolokolnikov

Adrian Grenier

SVETLIN IVANOV

CLAY ‘CRYPTO CHRIST’ BISHOP

29, is Oliver’s Tinkerbell. That is, if Tinkerbell
besides being ill-tempered, spoiled, jealous,
and inquisitive, also had strong Bulgarian
mafia ties. Initially a source of comic relief,
his character will darken and deepen over
the course of the series. Due to his lack
of involvement or interest in the “family
business,” Svetlin is the black sheep of his
family and not taken seriously. As a result,
he will grow vindictive and destructive. His
actions and decisions involving his powerful
family connections and sense of entitlement
to help Oliver do the things he’s not willing
or confident enough to do for himself will
land their new tech company in danger more
than once and put his friendship with Oliver
to the test.

35, is the rock star of the industry. Charismatic,
charming, ruggedly handsome with a
commanding beard, and whip-smart.
Charles Manson has nothing on his stage
presence and leadership. Most likely
because he too grew up in a cult. He’s a
former alcoholic, but 3 years clean …
unless, of course, you count tequila, vodka,
and bourbon … and then a smidgen more
vodka. Clay has taken Oliver under his wing
to help him navigate the enigmatic crypto
industry. However, he’s also tapped Oliver
as his latest mark and easily manipulates
him to his will, which includes making him a
business partner.

Vanessa Hudgens

Donald Glover

SADA ŌSHIRO

DEQUINDRE CUMMINS

20’s, is naturally pretty and free-spirited,
and all her clothes are made from hemp,
because ... earth. She is Fallon’s protégé
and Oliver’s ruthless “whale hunter”. Oliver’s
deep desire for Sada blinds him from the
fact that she has zero qualms about letting
any foxes into the hen-house that can pay
the price of entry. Only in this case, the foxes
are white collar criminals, money launderers,
and potential terrorists, and the hen-house
is Oliver’s ICO. Because of this, Sada has
inadvertently hung Oliver firmly onto the
hook for Securities Fraud.

20’s, ever-present afro, aviators, and attitude.
He’s an ex-vigilante social hacker who
excommunicated himself from his political
banking family of privilege – the same family
hell-bent on destroying cryptocurrencies. All
facts he has failed to share about himself to
the team. He was brought on board by Clay
to run cyber security for the ICO. But Clay’s
got bigger plans for utilizing Dequindre’s
talents. Ones that involve scamming Oliver’s
ICO out of millions.

Pierfrancesco Favino

Salma Hayek

GAETANO VITALE

FALLON ATTWOOD

50’s, the essence of Alec Baldwin, only
Italian and wrapped in a $3,000 suit. He
is a deep ops CIA agent disguised as a
cut-throat crypto entrepreneur whose
clandestine mission is to undermined the
system from within, manipulate the market, and
consolidate power to take control. Oliver’s
new ICO makes them direct competitors,
thus inadvertently derailing the CIA’s plan.
Despite being competitors, Oliver actually
admires Gaetano, mostly because he
doesn’t fully understand the cost manipulations, embezzlement, insider trading, front
running, and pump-and-dump schemes
he’s a part of ... that, and because he has
daddy issues.

60, not a hair or curve out of place. She is
a Crypto Lobbyist who shapes global policy
from the shadows of the industry’s seedy
underbelly. She was an amateur boxer with
an ivy league pedigree who has fought for
everything she’s got. She’s one of the most
powerful people in the industry, on a firstnamed basis with most heads of government,
and a puppet-master who’s playing chess in
a world of checker players in order to get
what she wants: Billions. She throws S&M
parties for funsies. Oh yeah, she’s also
blackmailing Oliver to launch the ICO and
knows the truth about his father’s death and
Oliver’s White Paper plagiarization.

Pierce Brosnan

OTIS WOODBRIDGE
50’s, is Oliver’s dad, who is the Steve Jobs
meets Bobby Axelrod of the crypto industry.
An egotistical and narcissistic genius who’s
presumed dead, he was the only one with
access to the $536 million dollars worth
of company crypto. His death puts his
old business partner, Gaetano, in a tight
situation with investors and the SEC and
the CIA. The thing is ... he’s not dead. He’s
hiding out. But he’ll be back soon enough.

SUPPORTING

IDIOTS

Amanda Seyfried

Mark L. Young

ANNICK JANSSEN

FORD

30, an FBI Agent posing as an Industry
Journalist. She’s taken a shine to Oliver, but
that won’t stop her investigation into the
mysterious death of his dad.

22, is a crypto-Millionaire hacker turned
confidential informant of the FBI. Sure he
dies in the pilot, but later in the series, the
story surrounding his disappearance and
the industry dossier he was keeping will
come home to roost.

Gosha Kutsenko

Florence Pugh

HRISTO IVANOV

EKATERINA IVANOV

Late 50’s, is Svetlin’s brick shit-house of an
uncle and head of Bulgarian Mafia who forces
Oliver to launder money for him through their
ICO. His accent and uni-brow are somehow
even thicker than Svetlin’s.

29, is Svetlin’s fraternal twin sister and
Bulgarian Mafia “muscle” who is in charge of
making sure Oliver pays Hristo back.

Brock Pierce

Simu Liu

STERLING MARSHALL

AKI ŌSHIRO

40’s, is the billionaire “hippie king of cryptocurrency” who’s on a perma-Ayahuasca trip
and never without his two personal shaman.
He’s vowed to turn his personal island into
an eternal Burning Man-esque utopia for the
crypto community.

20’s, is Sada’s twin brother who heads
an SEC task-force aimed at taking down
fraudulent ICOs. As Aki gets lured deeper
down the rabbit hole of big bank market
influence, mafia violence, and white collar
crime syndicates operating within the industry,
he realizes his sister is smack dab in the
center of it all. When push comes to shove,
will he side with family or career?

Mena Massoud

TRON
23, is an eccentric, adderall-addicted,
blockchain coding genius who understands
data, not people. He lived in a makeshift
campsite at the Semakau Landfill for the
past 6 months trying to locate his lost hard
drive that contains the keys for $110 millions
in Bitcoin before Clay brought him on board
to help launch the ICO.

Dave Bautista

RUNT
50’s, is a giant with an Easter Island head. He
is Hristo’s personal bodyguard and speaks
zero English.

FRINGE

IDIOTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crypto entrepreneurs and pioneers
Industry luminaries
Trade show attendees, booth workers, and picketers
ICO investors
Journalists and media professionals
Global Government officials
Hackers, programmers, and tech geeks
Scammers, shillers, con-men, and snake-oil salesmen
Various law enforcement agents (CIA, FBI, SEC, NSA)
Mafia & Crime Families

TOKEN IDIOTS

SERIES ARC

SEASON 1: HODL (Crypto acronym for “Hold On For Dear Life”)
Saving the planet, one can rack up a surprising body count!
Oliver is your run-of-the-mill nerd. No girlfriend; plays Dungeons & Dragons; social
confidence of a teenage bed-wetter; and his sub-par programming skills are a
disappointment to his “titan of tech” dad. But this all changes after he gets a taste of
fame and fortune when his Cryptocurrency theories aimed at reversing global warming
go viral.
The catch? It was actually written by his dad ... who was just killed.
Oliver quickly finds himself blackmailed by his dad’s ex-investor (and crypto lobbyist) into
creating his cryptocurrency in order to avoid being ousted as a fraud and keep his father’s
mysterious death under wraps.
Now, Oliver has 365 days to repay $250 million.
Armed with an entourage of tech slackers and funded with mafia money, Oliver must
launch his cryptocurrency and figure out a little thing called “saving the friggin’ planet”
before he loses his new-found fame and fortune, or worse, meets the same fate as his
dead dad.
Season one will focus on answering the question, “Will Oliver be able to save his own
hide ... and the planet?”

SEASON 2: FUD (Acronym for “Fear, Uncertainty & Doubt”)
While building his company–after far surpassing ICO money raising expectations–Oliver
discovers who’s responsible for his father’s disappearance, and it just so happens
to be a Wyoming crime family whose waste treatment plant Fallon encouraged Oliver
to buy. The new taste of celebrity, fame and fortune, is short-lived when Oliver is overtaken by an obsession to avenge his father’s suspected murder. Shake-downs, shady
business partners, hacker attacks, and crime families may not slow Oliver down, but the
head of a Big Bank–who just so happens to have an inside guy, his son Dequindre, in
Oliver’s company–is about to try his hand next at destroying him.

SEASON 3: MOON (A word for an astronomical price increase in a cryptocurrency)
Oliver becomes the focus of a Political Banker Family hell-bent on toppling the
cryptocurrency industry. So much so, that they teamed up with Big Oil (since
Oliver’s company is based off of a new energy source that would help ween the
planet’s dependency off of fossil fuels) to implement corporate sabotage and destroy
Oliver’s company from within, forcing Dequinder to be their inside pawn. Oliver’s
role evolves from “hunter” of the Wyoming Crime Family responsible for his father’s
disappearance–with the help of his Bulgarian mafia business partners–to “hunted” by
Big Banking and Petrol Syndicates, complete with a professional hit contract on his
life. However, Oliver is saved by the unlikely source of his biggest competitors, Gaetano,
who thwarts them off. This temporary reprieve, however, is short-lived as he finds
himself the focus of an SEC investigation–led by Sada’s twin brother–for multiple
infractions stemming from her shady money raising techniques during their ICO.

SEASON 4: REKT (Crypto shorthand for a bad investment loss)
Guess what? Oliver’s dad was never actually murdered, he was in WIT-SEC after
helping the FBI build a case about the Wyoming Crime Family. But since they’re no
longer anywhere to be found, thanks to Gaetano and the CIA, the FBI released him.
His first order of business as a free man? Take control of his son’s business that was
born out of his plagiarized White Paper. In addition, after successfully winning against
multiple crime families, international hackers, Dequinder’s betrayal, and a literal attack
on his life, Oliver now sets his sights on something he’s never been able to win, his
father respect. In a joint task-force led by Sada’s twin brother, the SEC & FBI raid
Oliver’s company with the intent of nailing him for the numerous crimes he and his team
have committed or were framed for by Clay.

SEASON 5: ATH (Acronym for “All Time High”)
From the public’s beloved “planet saving billionaire” to finding himself as the next
potentially imprisoned “Enron-esque villain,” Oliver must figure out a way to avoid
prison, survive joint SEC & FBI investigations, and carry on the mission of saving
the planet.
Gaetano finally kicks into motions his clandestine mission to undermined the system
from within, manipulate the market, and consolidate power to take control or Oliver’s
company.
•
•
•
•
•

He works with Fallon to pass the bill recognizing Crypto as legal tender in the state
of Wyoming, using Oliver’s waste management plant and mining farm to grease the
wheels of congress
He cuts a deal with the SEC, forcing Oliver to step down, pay all initial investment
funds back, along with a hefty penalty fine, in order to stay out of jail
He works with Otis to get back the missing $536 million, then arranges for him to
become the new CEO of Oliver’s company
He frames and turns Clay into the FBI for the $536 million dollar Ponzi scheme
He works with Big Oil to orchestrate a hostile takeover of Oliver’s company, now led
by Otis, in order to destroy the cryptocurrency and shelve the technology

However, before Big Oil has a chance to shelve the technology, Dequindre leaks the
code and IP to the public, encouraging copycat companies to carry on the mission of
saving the planet by reversing global warming.
In the end, Oliver becomes a broke and humbled martyr of the planet.
And after the realization that he no longer cares about gaining his father’s approval,
Oliver finally acquires one thing money can’t buy: self respect. And as a nice byproduct,
he also wins back Svetlin’s friendship, and Sada’s heart.

SERIES

POTENTIAL
EPISODE STRUCTURE: Each episode puts Oliver in the cross-hairs of his blackmailer,
mafia partners, corporate spies, the FBI & SEC, Big Oil & Wall Street, which his cryptocurrency has disrupted, along with the NSA, and ultimately, several world Governments.
Building off of where season one (HODL) left off, each subsequent season will level
up the stakes and tighten the noose around Oliver’s neck.

COMPS

It’s SILICON VALLEY meets BREAKING BAD...
...with the camaraderie-factor of ENTOURAGE...
...set in the enigmatic world of Crypto.

VISION

The greed, egos, and overall “F-U” attitudes of THE WOLF OF WALL STREET.
The high-stakes, win-at-all-costs, cut-throat competition of BILLIONS.
The intricately woven, quick-paced storytelling of BLACK MONDAY.
The comedic under-pinnings of THE RIGHTEOUS GEMSTONES.

THE SCREENWRITER
Matthew David Lutz is an award-winning and produced screenwriter who
specializes in high-concept comedy features and TV. He earned his M.A. in Film
Studies from UCD, wrote and co-produced a comedy sitcom pilot, adapted a
100-week NYT best-selling author’s book for TV, and has three development deals in
the works. Matthew wrote TOKEN IDIOTS during the 18 months he spent marketing
a cryptocurrency that raised $48mm in its ICO. He’s currently the Fractional CMO
for the world’s longest-running crypto conference (famous for launching Ethereum
and Litecoin), and the Fractional CMO for a civilian space training company, which
utilizes NFTs to secure tickets for spaceflights.

QUERIES
Frederick Song, Producer
fredsong68@yahoo.com
(213) 453-1553
Matthew David Lutz, Creator
matthewdavidlutz@gmail.com
(313) 680-0200

